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Exact n-point designs are given which are D-optimum for a simple multiresponse
model, where the individual response variables can be represented by first-order
and second-order models. The present results complement recent findings by Krafft
and Schaefer, who obtained D-optimum n-point designs for several values of n.
Furthermore, a conjecture on G-optimum n-point designs is given and the conjecture
is proved for the simplest non-trivial case, that is, for n=4.  2000 Academic Press
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1. INTRODUCTION
This paper is concerned with a linear regression model which describes
a multivariate response variable that depends upon a univariate control
variable. Specifically, suppose that for each level x # [a, b] one may simul-
taneously observe 2m random variables Y1(x), ..., Y2m(x) such that
EYi (x)=; (i)0 +;
(i)
1 x for i=1, ..., m,
(1)
EYi (x)=; (i)0 +;
(i)
1 x+;
(i)
2 x
2 for i=m+1, ..., 2m,
where ; (i)0 , ;
(i)
1 , ;
(i)
2 are unknown regression parameters. The covariance
matrix 7 of (Y1 (x), ..., Y2m (x)) may be known or unknown but it is
assumed that 7 is independent of x and positive definite. Suppose also that
for any exact n-point design x=(x1 , ..., xn) # [a, b]n, Y i (xk) and Yj (xl ) are
uncorrelated for i, j=1, ..., 2m and 1k{ln. That is, observations
belonging to different experimental runs are assumed uncorrelated, whereas
no assumption is made on the correlation between observations belonging
to the same run.
Models of this type are frequently used to describe chemical reactions.
In these cases x may represent time or temperature and the Yi describe
concentrations of the various substances involved. Consider, by way of
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illustration, an experiment on the decomposition of aspartame, a synthetic
sweetener, cf. [15, Sect. 5]. The principal product of the decomposition of
aspartame (APM) is diketopiperazine (DKP). Model (1) with m=1 and,
say, x # [a, b]=[0, 5] could be used to describe the concentrations of
APM and of DKP during the first five seconds of that experiment. An
entirely different application of model (1) with some additional assump-
tions on the regression parameters can be found in [2]. There the model
is used in connection with the manufacturing of shadow masks of monitors.
The object of the present paper is to derive optimum designs for model
(1). If the parameter vector (; (1)0 , ..., ;
(2m)
2 ) is to be estimated by its Gauss
Markov estimator, ; , then it is reasonable to employ a D-optimum design,
that is, a design that minimizes |Cov ; | , see [11, Chapt. 7] for details. The
problem of determining D-optimum designs for the setting at hand has
already been tackled by Krafft and Schaefer [12]. They found the solution
for n=8p+q, where p # N, q # [&3, &2, 0, 3]. Their arguments, however,
are tailored to those cases where the D-optimum designs are symmetric
about the point (a+b)2. But if n=8p\1 or n=8p+4, then the D-opti-
mum designs fail to be symmetric and a more intricate analysis which
accommodates this fact is required. If n=8p+2, the D-optimum designs
are again symmetric, but the inequalities used in [12] appear to be not
quite sufficient in this case either. The D-optimum n-point designs for all
the values of n not covered in [12] are given in Theorems 1 and 2 in the
next section.
A basic tool used in the proofs of both these theorems is a moment
inequality for exact designs, inequality (4), which is useful for other exact
designs problems as well; for example, for the A-optimum design problem
considered in [3, 9]. Another important auxiliary result is a determinantal
formula for covariance matrices. This formula was first established in [12]
and a different proof and several related results were subsequently found by
Bischoff [1].
Interestingly enough, there is a vital point of difference between the multi-
variate design problem at hand and corresponding univariate problems: In
the case of univariate polynomial regression, the D-criterion function
admits of a representation which shows that a D-optimum n-point design
can be obtained from the D-optimum approximate design by simply rounding
off the weights, provided that the D-optimum n-point design has minimum
support; and that this last condition is met, at least when n is large enough,
was established by S8 alaevski@$ [14]. However, the D-optimum n-point
designs for the multiresponse model (1) may not always be obtained in this
manner, even though they always have minimum support.
In the approximate theory, the D-criterion is equivalent to another design
criterion, the G-criterion, but in the present exact setting the D-optimum
designs are in general not G-optimum. Nonetheless, if one is primarily
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interested in estimating the entire response surface rather than its param-
eters, G-optimum designs are arguably the more interesting ones. It
appears, however, that the G-criterion leads to an extremum problem that
is less tractable. A solution for the case n=4 and a conjecture for the case
n=8p+4, p # N0 , are given in Section 3.
2. D-OPTIMUM DESIGNS
From now on, the design space [a, b] will be taken to be [&1, 1].
Clearly, this does not amount to any loss of generality.
It will be convenient to write, in an obvious notation,
{!1n1
} } }
} } }
!k
nk=
for the set of exact designs that have !1 , ..., !k as their components with
respective frequencies n1 , ..., nk .
Theorem 1. Let n=8p+2, p # N. The D-optimum n-point designs for
the regression model (1) are then given by
D={ &13p+1
0
2p
1
3p+1= .
Theorem 2. If n=8p+q, p # N, q # [&1, 1], then the D-optimum
n-point designs for the regression model (1) are given by
{&13p
:
2p
1
3p+q=_ {
&1
3p+q
:
2p
1
3p= ,
where : is determined by the equation
(9n+3q) :3&20q:2+(21n+31q) :+4q=0.
If n=8p+4, p # N0 , then the D-optimum n-point designs are given by
{ &13p+1
:
2p+1
1
3p+2=_ {
&1
3p+2
&:
2p+1
1
3p+1= ,
where : is determined by the equation
9n2:3&20n:2+(21n2&32) :+4n=0.
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The proofs of these theorems presuppose three preliminary results:
(i) A design x* # [&1, 1]n is D-optimum if and only if 8(x*)8(x)
for all x # [&1, 1]n, where 8(x)=|M1(x)| |M2(x)|,
n s1(x) s2(x)
M1(x)=" ns1(x)
s1(x)
s2(x)" , M2(x)=" s1(x) s2(x) s3(x)" ,s2(x) s3(x) s4(x)
and sk (x)=x k1+ } } } +x
k
n . This follows from [12, Theorem 1(a)] or
[1, Theorem 3.2]; see also [4] for a similar but somewhat weaker result
that applies to approximate designs only. Incidentally, it follows that the
D-optimum designs considered in Theorems 1 and 2 are also optimum in
the sense of a criterion proposed by La uter [13], which means that these
designs lead to good estimates of the parameters of a single-response model
that is only known to be either linear or quadratic.
(ii) For all x # [&1, 1]n,
8(x)ns22(x)(ns4(x)&s
2
2(x)), (2)
8(x)ns2(x)(s22(x)&s
2
3(x))(n&s2(x)), (3)
the inequalities being strict if 8(x)>0 and s1(x){0. This is most easily
seen by writing
|M2(x)| s4(x)=(s2(x) s4(x)&s23(x))(ns4(x)&s
2
2(x))
&(s2(x) s3(x)&s1(x) s4(x))2.
(iii) For all x # [&1, 1]n and k # [0, ..., n],
s4(x)&k(s2(x)&k)2. (4)
Indeed, if s2(x)k or s2(x)k+1, then (s2(x)&k)2s2(x)&k, and (4)
follows at once. Suppose now that k<s2(x)<k+1, and choose
y*=( y1* , ..., yn*) # [0, 1]n such that s1(y*)=s2(x) and s2(y*)s2(y) for all
y # [0, 1]n with s1(y)=s2(x). By [5, Lemma 2.1], y* is admissible for
straight-line regression on [0, 1], and so, by [5, Theorem 2.1], at most
one component of y* lies within (0, 1). Since k<s1(y*)<k+1, it follows
that |[i: yi*=1] |=k, |[i: y i*=0]|=n&k&1 and, for some i0 , s1(y*)=
k+ y*i0 . Hence
s4(x)=s2((x21 , ..., x
2
n))s2(y*)=k+ y i0*
2=k+(s2(x)&k)2.
For a different proof of inequality (4) see [3, 9].
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Proof of Theorem 1. Let n=8p+2, x0 # D, and let x* # [&1, 1]n be
any D-optimum design. Then 8 (x*)8(x0)=n(3n+2)3 (n&2)256. Set
g(u, v)=nu2(nv&u2). Note that g(u, u) is strictly increasing on [0, 3n4]
and strictly decreasing on [3n4, n]. Now if s2 (x*)s2(x0), then, by (2),
8(x*)g(s2 (x*), s4(x*))g(s2(x*), s2(x*))g(s2(x0), s2(x0))
=8(x0)8(x*),
and, obviously, equality must hold throughout. Thus if s2(x*)s2(x0),
then s1(x*)=0 and s4(x*)=s2(x*)=s2(x0), that is, x* # D.
To show that, indeed, s2(x*)s2(x0), assume that s2(x*)<s2(x0). Write
\=3n4&12, \

=\&12, and \ =\+1(2n). Then s2(x*)\

, for if not,
then, by (2),
8(x*)g(s2(x*), s2(x*))g(\

, \

)=8(x0)&
3n
32
((3n&4)2&6)<8(x0),
and this is impossible. Besides, s2(x*)\ . To see this consider h(u)=
g(u, \+(u&\)2). This function is readily seen to be strictly convex on
[\, ), and as h(\+1)=8(x0) and
8(x0)&h(\ )=
2n&1
64n3
(9n5&46n4+32n3&32n2+12n&4)>0, (5)
it follows that h(u)<8(x0) for all u # [\ , \+1). But, by (4), s4(x*)
\+(s2(x*)&\)2, and so, by (2), 8(x*)g(s2(x*), s4(x*))h(s2(x*)).
Hence s2(x*)  [\ , \+1)=[\ , s2(x0)), so that s2(x*)<\ , as claimed. This
implies, in particular, that s2(x*)&s4(x*)= :=(2n&1)(4n2). For one
may verify that g(u, u&=) is strictly increasing on [\

, \ ], and so, if s4(x*)
<s2(x*)&=, then, by (2), 8(x*)g(s2(x*), s2(x*)&=)g(\ , \ &=)=
h(\ ). But, by (5), h(\ )<8(x*), so that, in fact, s2(x*)&s4(x*)=.
To obtain, next, a lower bound for s23(x*) note first that, for any
x # [&1, 1]n, |s2(x)&k|2(s2(x)&s4(x)), where k=|[i: x2i 12]| , and
|s3(x)&l |3(s2(x)&s4(x)), where l=|[i: xi- 22]|&|[i: xi&- 22]|.
The first inequality is readily seen by observing that x2i 2(x
2
i &x
4
i ) when
x2i <12, and x
2
i 1&2(x
2
i &x
4
i ), when 12x
2
i 1. The second inequality
follows along similar lines. Now let &1 and &2 denote the number of com-
ponents of x* that lie in [&1, &- 22] and [- 22, 1], respectively. Then
|s2(x*)&(&1+&2)|2=<110 and |s3(x*)&(&2&&1)|3=<320. As
\

<s2(x*)<\ , it follows that &1+&2=6p+1. Thus &1+&2 is odd, and
therefore so is &2&&1 . Consequently, |s3(x*)|1&320, so that s23(x*)
>12. It now follows from (3) that
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8(x*)ns32(x*)(n&s2(x*))&ns
2
3(x*) s2(x*)(n&s2(x*))
n\ 3(n&\ )&
n
2
\ (n&\ )
=8(x0)&
3n6&30n5+25n4&24n3+16n2&8n+2
32n3
<8(x0) ,
and this contradiction completes the proof. K
Proof of Theorem 2. The proofs for the cases n=8p&1, n=8p+1, and
n=8p+4 are very similar and only the case n=8p+1 is to be considered
here. In the first part of the proof, several inequalities for the moments of
a D-optimum design will be established. These inequalities will be used in
the second part to show that all except for at most two components of a
D-optimum design are either \1 or equal to a common value, say ’, in
(&1, 1) and to determine how many of them are &1, ’, 1, respectively.
That the remaining two components are also equal to \1 will be proved
in the third part. This leads to a one-dimensional problem, which is easily
solved.
(I) Let n=8p+1, let x*=(x1*, ..., xn*) # [&1, 1]
n be any D-optimum
design, and let
x0 # {&13p
0
2p
1
3p+1= ,
so that 8(x0)=3(3n+4)(3n+5)(n&1)3256. Then
(a) s2(x*)&s4(x*)<
5
6n
, (b) |s2(x*)&6p&1|<
1
n
,
(c) |s4(x*)&6p&1|<
2
n
, (d) |s1(x*)&s3(x*)|<
1
2
, (6)
(e) |s3(x*)|<
4
3
, (f ) |s1(x*)|<2.
To establish these inequalities consider first g1(u)=nu3(n&u). This func-
tion is increasing on [0, 6p+34] and decreasing on [6p+34, n], and it
is easily verified that g1(6p+18)<8(x0) and g1(6p+32)<8(x0). Since,
by (2), g1(s2(x*))8(x*)8(x0), it follows that 6p+18<s2(x*)<6p+
32, and, in particular, s2(x*)<5n6. Consider, next, g2(u)=nu3(n&u&1n).
Clearly, g2(u) is maximal in [0, n] at u=3(n&1n)4, and it is not hard to
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verify that g2(3(n&1n)4)<8(x0). Now if s4(x*)(1&1n2) s2(x*), then,
by (2), 8(x*)g2(s2(x*))<8(x0), and so x* would not be D-optimum.
Thus s4(x*)>(1&1n2) s2(x*), so that s2(x*)&s4(x*)<s2(x*)n2, and
this proves (6a) because s2(x*)<5n6. By (4) and (6a),
(s2(x*)&6p)2s4(x*)&6p>s2(x*)&6p&
5
6n
,
(s2(x*)&6p&1)2>s2(x*)&6p&1&
5
6n
,
so that #(1&#)<5(6n), where #=|s2(x*)&6p&1|. This implies that
either #<1n or #>1&1n. But since 6p+18<s2(x*)<6p+32, #<78
<1&1n, and (6b) follows at once. Inequality (6c) is an immediate conse-
quence of (6a) and (6b). The CauchySchwarz inequality applied to the
vectors with components x i*(1&x*
2
i )
12 and (1&x*2i )
12, respectively, gives
that (s1(x*)&s3(x*))2(s2(x*)&s4(x*))(n&s2(x*)), and (6d) follows,
therefore, from (6a) and (6b). Inequality (6b) implies in particular that
3n4<s2(x*)<(3n+2)4, so that, by (3),
8(x0)8(x*)<n \3n4 +
3 n
4
&ns23(x*)
3n+2
4 \n&
3n+2
4 + .
But the expression on the right is seen to be less than 8(x0) if |s3(x*)|
43, and this proves (6e). Inequality (6f) is obvious from (6d) and (6e).
(II) Denote by &1 and &2 the number of components of x* that
belong to [&1, &- 22] and [- 22, 1], respectively. Proceeding as in the
proof of Theorem 1, one may, in the first place, infer from (6a) that |s2(x*)
&(&1+&2)|<15 and |s3(x*)&(&2&&1)|<13. The first of these inequalities
and (6b) imply that &1+&2=6p+1, and the second and (6e) imply that
&2&&1 # [&1, 0, 1]. But if &1+&2=6p+1, then &2 {&1 , and, replacing x*
by &x* if necessary, one can clearly assume that &2>&1 . Then, by what
has just been shown, &1=3p, &2=3p+1, and so n&&1&&2=2p com-
ponents of x* must lie in (&- 22, - 22). Besides, for all x i* , either |x i* |
<13 or |x i* |>45. For if not, then, for some i, 19x*
2
i 89, so that
s2(x*)&s4(x*)x*2i (1&x*
2
i )881, and this contradicts (6a).
To show, next, that the x i* lying in (&13, 13) coincide, suppose that,
say, x1* # (&13, 13). Then 8((!, x2* , ..., xn*)) has a local maximum at
!=x1*. The derivative (dd!) 8((!, x2* , ..., xn*)) coincides at !=x1* with the
function
h(!)=|M2(x*)| tr(D1(!) adj M1(x*))+|M1(x*)| tr(D2(!) adj M2(x*)),
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where
0 1 2!
D1(!)= " 01
1
2!" and D2(!)=" 1 2! 3!2" ,2! 3!2 4!3
see, for instance, [8, p. 356]. Thus x1* is a zero of the polynomial h. Since,
by (6b), s2(x*)>3n4 and since, by (6f), s21(x*)<4,
|M2(x*)|s22(x*)(n&s2(x*))<
9n3
64
, |M1(x*)|>
3n2
4
&4>
7n2
10
,
the first inequality being obvious from the representation of |M2(x)| used
to prove (2). Also, |tr(D1(!) adj M1(x*))&2n!|=2 |s1(x*)|<4. Writing
tr(D2(!) adj M2(x*)) as 3i=0 ci!
i, one has, by (6),
|c0 |=2 |s3(x*)(s2(x*)&6p&1)+(6p+1)(s3(x*)&s1(x*))
+s1(x*)(6p+1&s4(x*))|<n,
c1=2n(s4(x*)&s2(x*))+2s2(x*)(n&3s2(x*))+4s1(x*) s3(x*)<&
5n2
3
,
|c2 |=6 |s1(x*)(s2(x*)&6p&1)+s3(x*)(6p+1&n)
+(6p+1)(s1(x*)&s3(x*))|<5n
|c3 |=4(ns2(x*)&s21(x*))<4n
2.
Using the estimates just obtained, one may confirm that h(13)<0<
h(&13), and as h is a third degree polynomial with positive leading coef-
ficient, it follows that h has exactly one zero in (&13, 13). Thus x1*, and
therefore all components of x* that lie in (&13, 13) must coincide with
this zero. These components constitute, then, a cluster in the sense of
[5, Definition 2.1], and as x* must be admissible for quadratic regression
on [&1, 1], it follows from [5, Theorem 2.1] that each of the intervals
(&1, x1*) and (x1*, 1) contains at most one component of x*. Hence
x* # { &13p&1
‘
1
’
2p

1
1
3p= ,
for some ‘ # [&1, &45), ’ # (&13, 13), and  # (45, 1].
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(III) To see that =1, suppose that, say, xn*=. In view of the
BinetCauchy and Vandermonde formulas, one has, for any design x,
|M2(x)|= :
i< j<k
(xj&x i)2 (xk&x i)2 (xk&x j)2,
and one may accordingly write
|M2(x*)|=|M2((x1* , ..., x*n&1))|+(3p&1) |&1, ‘ ()+2p|‘, ’()
+2p( p&1) |&1, ’()+ p2[4|&1, ’()+6|’, 1()+9|&1, 1()]
+3p[|‘, 1()&|&1, 1()],
where |u, v(w)=(v&u)2 (w&u)2 (w&v)2. Now, obviously,
|&1, ‘ ()|&1, ‘ (1), |‘, ’()|‘, ’(1), |&1, ’()|&1, ’(1),
|‘, 1()&|&1, 1()0=|‘, 1(1)&|&1, 1(1).
It is, moreover, easily verified that | (w) :=4|&1, ’(w)+6|’, 1(w)+9|&1, 1(w)
is convex on [45, ) and that | (45)<| (1). Thus | ()| (1), and
it follows that |M2(x*)||M2(x1)|, where x1=(x1* , ..., x*n&1 , 1). Since,
by (6f),
d
d!
|M1((x1* , ..., x*n&1 , !))|=2n!&2(s1(x*)&+!)>0
for !45, |M1(x*)|<|M1(x1)| unless =1. Thus if <1, then 8(x*)<
8(x1), which is impossible. Therefore, =1, and a similar, though some-
what simpler argument shows that ‘=&1. That ’=: is now easily verified
by differentiation. K
3. A CONJECTURE ON G-OPTIMUM DESIGNS
Let 2n=[x # [&1, 1]n : |M2(x)|>0]=[x : |[x1 , ..., xn]|3], and let,
for x # 2n ,
d1(t, x)=(1, t) M&11 (x)(1, t)
T, d2(t, x)=(1, t, t2) M&12 (x)(1, t, t
2)T,
d(t, x)=d1(t, x)+d2(t, x), d (x)= max
&1t1
d(t, x).
Note that the variances of the least-squares estimators of the individual
regression curves at t are proportional to d1(t, x) and d2(t, x), respectively.
A design x* # 2n is said to be G-optimum if d (x*)d (x) for all x # 2n ,
cf. [6, Chap. 5; 12, Theorem 1(b)]. If n is divisible by 8, one may use
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[6, Theorem 5.2.1] to show that the D-optimum n-point designs given in
[12, Proposition] are G-optimum as well, and it is not hard to verify that
(&1, 0, 1) is a G-optimum 3-point design. As regards the remaining values
of n, several findings for the single-response case ([10], [7, p. 397],
[5, p. 26f ]) suggest that a G-optimum design is symmetric and satisfies
d(&1, x)=d(0, x)=d(1, x). In the case n=8p+4, this leads to the follow-
ing conjecture, which is supported by a proof for n=4.
Conjecture. Let n=8p+4, p # N0 , and let : # (0, 1) be such that
(10p+3) :2&4p:4=3p+1. The G-optimum n-point design for the regres-
sion model (1) are then given by
{ &13p+1
&:
1
0
2p
:
1
1
3p+1= .
Proof for the Case n=4. Note first that for any design x,
d(t, x)=
i (t&xi)2
 i< j (xj&xi)
2+
 i< j (t&xi )
2 (t&xj)2 (xj&xi)2
 i< j<k (x j&xi)
2 (xk&x j)2 (xk&xi)2
. (7)
Let x0=(&1, &:, :, 1), :=3&12, and let x*=(x1* , ..., x4*) # 24 be any
design which is at least as good as x0 , that is, d (x*)d (x0)=32. Suppose
that $k :=x*k+1&xk*0, k=1, 2, 3, and that $3$1 . Making use of (7)
one may show that d(x1* , (x1*, x2* , x3*, u)) is decreasing for u>x3*, so that
d(x1*, y)d(x1* , x*), where y=(x1*, x2*, x3* , x3*+$1). Since d(x1* , x*)
d (x*)d (x0), it follows that
d(x1*, y)d (x0). (8)
Consider next the designs z(*)=( y1 , +&$*, ++$*, y4), where 0<*<1,
+=( y1+ y4)2, $=+& y1 . By (7),
d(x1*, z(*))=
1
4
*2+3
*2+1
+
1
2
*2+2
*2+1
,
and this shows that, as a function of *, d(x1* , z(*)) is strictly decreasing on
(0, 1) and that d(x1*, z(:))=d (x0). Since z(*0)=y for *0 :=(+& y2)$, it
now follows from (8) that *0:. This implies that d(+, x*)32. Indeed,
d1(+, x*)=
1
4
+
($3&$1)2
4 |M1(x*)|

1
4
, d2(+, y)=
1
2
*20+1
(*20&1)
2
5
4
, (9)
and a lengthy though simple calculation shows that d2(+, x*)d2(+, y).
On the other hand, d(+, x*)d (x*)32, and therefore neither inequality
in (9) can be strict. Thus $1=$3 and *0=:, that is, x*=z(:). To complete
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the proof it is now sufficient to show that x1*=&1 and x4*=1. But if, for
instance, x1*>&1, then, by (7), d(&1, x*)>d(x1*, x*)=d (x0), which is
impossible. K
In conclusion, a point is to be mentioned that may make the G- and the
D-criterion seem unsuitable in some cases. Consider again the set-up given
in the Introduction, suppose that m=1 and that 7 is a diagonal matrix, so
that all the observations are uncorrelated. Denote the least-squares
estimator of (; (1)0 , ;
(1)
1 ) and (;
(2)
0 , ;
(2)
1 , ;
(2)
2 ) by ;
(1) and ; (2), respectively,
and suppose further that the variance of Y2 is large while that of Y1 is
small. Then Cov ; (2) will be large, in some sense, and will vary strongly
with the design selected, while Cov ; (1) will be small for a large set of
designs. This suggests that Cov ; (2) should have more influence on the choice
of the design than Cov ; (1). However, neither the D- nor the G-criterion
reflects this consideration.
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